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With the rapid development of information science technology, the 
informatization level in shooting training is also rising. Nevertheless, the traditional 
way of manual target-scoring in shooting training is still prevalent, in which the 
evaluation of shooting scoring is simply based on the shot values. Although several 
different systems to automatic target-scoring have come into being, they cannot 
analyze the shooter’s professional level in a comprehensive and scientific way, and 
the problem that the shooting evaluation is too simple and distorted still exists. In 
some cases, the systems may assess the result of the shooting act to be excellent 
according to the final result, while in fact, the shooting process may be unsuccessful, 
with poor aiming accuracy and holding stability. In this sense, the shooter is entirely 
misled by these systems. Thus, it is of great importance to develop a shooting training 
system, where the shooting results can be assessed in a comprehensive way. 
This paper first puts forward a laser shooting training system based on image 
processing and aiming to the structures of 95 military-style rifles. In this system, a set 
of laser hardware system is designed, CCD camera is used to capture images, light 
spot movement is identified with digital image processing, and the multi-threading 
technology is adopted to deal with the image processing, scoring evaluation and 
illustration simultaneously. Furthermore, the shooting training procedure is monitored 
and recorded, and every index of the shooter’s performance is analyzed and calculated 
scientifically, with the information and data stored in a database for later training.  
Besides, this paper, according to the statistics of laser light spot movement, has 
done further researches systematically, where several approaches are adopted, such as 
literature reviewing, interviewing with experts, questionnaire, factor analyzing and 
cluster analyzing. Thus the comprehensive shooting scoring evaluation system is 
developed. In the meantime, with the combination of level analysis and subjective 
evaluation and rough set theory objective evaluation, this paper applies an improved 
















The shooting training system discussed in this paper has the advantages of 
simple structure. In addition, the system can voice the shooting results automatically 
and evaluated the results intelligently. The comprehensive shooting-scoring evaluation 
system conform to the practical shooting teaching and training, so it has great 
implication value to improve the shooting training efficiency. 
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